SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL: MINI 57 TWIN

DIMENSIONS:
- 127mm (HEIGHT)
- 171mm (WIDTH)
- 70mm (DEPTH)

WEIGHT: 680g

POWER OUTPUT: 1W RMS

POWER CONSUMPTION:
- DC 9V 006P BATTERY x1
- 200mA

SPEAKER COMPLEMENT: 2" SPEAKERS x2

CAUTION:
Amplifiers and loudspeaker systems, and ear/headphones if equipped, are capable of producing very loud sound pressure levels which may cause temporary or permanent hearing damage. Use care when setting and adjusting volume levels during use.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
Control Description

A) INPUT – Plug your guitar in here.
B) GAIN – Adjusts the distortion level and contributes to the overall loudness of the amplifier. Use in conjunction with VOLUME to adjust the overall loudness of the amplifier.
C) VOLUME – Adjusts amplifier loudness.
D) TONE – Adjusts the tone and brightness of the guitar input channel. 12 is the brightest setting, becoming progressively less bright as the dial is rotated towards 1.
E) POWER – Switches the Amplifier ON or OFF.
F) POWER INDICATOR – Illuminates when the amplifier is ON.

Side Panel Functions

G) HEADPHONE JACK – Connection for headphones. Using this jack automatically disables the internal speakers.
H) ---C+ DC 9V – 9V DC power adapter connection. Only use a safety certified external power adapter that is rated properly for use with this product.
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